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i 
Abstract 
This project was motivated by the need to overcome a business problem encountered by 
Wellard Technologies. In order to overcome this business problem, a software application was 
desired that has the capacity to visually represent and present information pertaining to the 
main components of an underground rail haulage system. The project simulation was 
developed using an Iterative Approach to software development; and was implemented using 
the Wonderware Development Studio package, which is built upon the ArchestrA framework. 
A total of 7 HMI windows were developed within the Wonderware SCADA environment, which 
contains a number of components specific to sections of an underground rail haulage system. 
These components are able to read information from an external PLC and display 
appropriately the transferred information. The result of the efforts by the intern is a 
conclusion to phase one of the project; a number of successive phases will see a final product 
developed that shall be utilised by Wellard Technologies to solve its business problem.        
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1. Introduction 
1.1.  Company Information 
Wellard Technologies Limited is a relatively young engineering consulting company which 
forms part of the Wellard Group. Wellard Technologies specialise in providing automation and 
communication solutions for a wide variety of industry sectors. Wellard Technologies have 
previously worked and provided products for  mining and minerals processing  operations, 
underground mining production systems, port facilities, rail systems and agricultural business 
sectors (Wellard Technologies, 2009).  
 
1.2.  Business Problem 
Traditional haulage system operations are backboned by dump trucks, front loaders and other 
suitable rubber-tyred equipment (Blise, 2003). Change is a difficult process to implement for 
any organisation, as is the case when trying to get senior management of mining processes 
who currently operate using the traditional haulage solution to change to a rail haulage system 
operation. The unfamiliarity with rail haulage systems is  a business problem that  Wellard 
Technologies would like to solve in order to break down the market entry barrier.  
 
In order to explain, in the simplest possible terms, what is involved in rail haulage systems, 
specifically of the underground variety, the development of a software application was 
proposed. The  software application was  required to encapsulate, visually, the  general 
properties and characteristics of an underground rail haulage system, as well as highlighting 
the typical features associated with said haulage systems. 
 
1.3.  Project Overview 
In the past, Wellard Technologies have been involved with underground rail haulage projects 
within the mining industry sector (Wellard Technologies, 2009). In order to facilitate their 
growing customer base, they wish to create a fully simulated system which best represents the 
interface shown to a mine operator or locomotive operator. It is hoped that with this visual 
tool, management personnel at Wellard Technologies will be able to market the experience of       
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the company, including their expert knowledge, within this sector and increase both the 
customer base of the company.  
 
It was expected that a full simulation application will include three applications critical to any 
physical rail application: 
1.  Locomotive scheduling; 
2.  Track switching & signalling; and 
3.  Locomotive safety zoning. 
 
1.4.  Task Deliverables 
1.4.1.  Objectives 
The task assigned to the intern was to develop a software application that  is capable of 
displaying general information relating to an underground rail haulage system. The task had 
the following two overall objectives: 
•  Display information relating to 2 locomotives and 6 load chutes 
•  Capability of reading information  from a PLC, communicating this to the SCADA 
environment and displaying this information appropriately on the HMI application 
 
For a full overview of the specific requirements attached to the task see Appendix A: 
Functional Specification Document. An overview of the specific requirements within this 
attached document is shown in Table 1 below. 
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Table 1: Summary of task specific requirements  
#  Description 
1.    •  Detailed information for each chute and locomotive must be shown on 
individual pages 
2.    •  Three variations of view shall be used: 
-  Overview 
-  Locomotive 
-  Load Chute 
3.    •  Application must have data trending and alarm display [including 
acknowledgment] functions 
4.    •  The general layouts of the pages are required to be identical, and the 
presentation of the information specific to each component shall be 
identical. [For example; the objects associated with the page for load 
chute #1 shall be identically replicated for load chute #2 etc].  
 
1.4.2.  Exclusions and Limitations 
The significant limitations and exclusions from this task which form constraints upon the 
project are shown in Table 2. The relationships pertaining to the transfer of data, both within 
and outside the scope of this task are shown in Figure 1. This figure also shows the 
communication relationships which exist between the different associated applications of the 
project (for example; scheduling, safety zoning and track switching and signalling) and the 
components within the HMI itself.  
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Table 2: Task limitations and exclusions 
#  Limitation and/or Exclusion Description 
1.    •  The only code generated by the intern is to be related with testing the 
communication link between the PLC and SCADA applications 
2.    •  The screen resolution of all HMI windows is fixed at 1080x1280 pixels. 
This was a forced design constraint as the HMI construction 
environment does not facilitate window rescaling/resizing.  
3.    •  The switching & signalling, safety zoning and scheduling applications 
form a secondary task which is completely separate to the primary task 
attributed to the intern. These applications require significant PLC 
coding and discussion regarding the interfacing of these applications to 
the HMI.  
 
 
 
Figure 1: Components and applications within and outside the scope of this project 
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2. Application Development Tools 
2.1.  Wonderware Development Studio 
The Wonderware Development Studio package, licensed by Wellard Technologies for the 
purposes of this project, consists of 5 individual software products. All 5 products were used, 
corresponding to their various purposes, in order to create the developed HMI application. A 
name and product description of each component of the development studio package is 
shown in Table 3.  
 
Table 3: Wonderware Development Studio Components 
Product Name  Description 
Industrial Application 
Server 3.1  
•   The back-end of the SCADA package; the environment in 
which all of the Galaxy objects are configured  (Invensys 
Systems, 2008c) 
InTouch 10.1  •  The front-end of the SCADA package; the environment in 
which all HMI windows are created and then viewed during 
runtime  
Historian 9.0   •  The application in which SQL queries originating from the 
Galaxy or an ActiveFactory object pass before querying the 
SQL Server database (Invensys Systems, 2007d) 
ActiveFactory 9.2  •  A library of ActiveX objects which allow the user to trend 
and graph data [amongst other things] without requiring 
familiarity with the SQL query language  
Data Access Server 1.1  •  Facilitates the communication between the PLC and the 
SCADA interface by way of a proxy external device 
 
2.1.1.  ArchestrA Framework 
All of the aforementioned Wonderware products have been built on, or  else are able to 
integrate with, the ArchestrA framework. This ArchestrA framework is not a product in itself; 
rather it is a set of common infrastructure services (Bolza, 2004). The ArchestrA framework is 
open and extensible; which is to say that it is with relative ease that a future developer can 
modify and/or extend the designed system to include more locomotive or load chute       
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components or change the existing properties of these components, by a simple duplication or 
modification process (Bolza, 2004). It is this characteristic of the ArchestrA technology which 
makes it predominantly appealing to the manufacturing and processing industries. If a single 
change was required to be made to a valve, and that particular value was used multiple times, 
for example 2000 times, throughout the system, the ArchestrA framework allows the user to 
make the desired change once and propagate it throughout the network, instead of replicating 
the change for each of the 2000 instances.  
 
2.2.  Wonderware Sub-Components 
2.2.1.  Overview 
There are a number of Wonderware sub-component products which snap-in automatically to a 
Wonderware managing service called the System Management Console [SMC]. The SMC is an 
application which lays itself on top of the operating system service, the Microsoft 
Management Console [MMC]. There were 5 snap-in sub-component products associated with 
the installed Wonderware Development Studio software products: 
1.  InSQL Server [Historian] 
2.  Galaxy Database Manager 
3.  DAServer Manager 
4.  Log Viewer 
5.  Platform Manager 
 
2.2.2.  InSQL Server 
The InSQL Server snap-in allows the user to start and stop the Historian application  and 
responds to SQL requests for the system (Invensys Systems, 2005). The SMC allows the user to 
see which of the Historian services have started correctly and which have yet to start. The 
InSQL server snap-in also accesses the license files associated with the Wonderware products 
and shall not start if a valid license is not accessible, as is the case with all Wonderware 
software products.  
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2.2.3.  Galaxy Database Manager 
The Galaxy Database Manager snap-in facilitates the backup of the currently active Galaxy. 
When a backup is created, the entire Galaxy Repository is copied and stored at the location the 
user defines. The Galaxy Database Manager also allows Galaxy restorations. If changes are 
made within the properties of the system elements that cause irreparable damage and it is 
desired to go back to a previously stored backup, the Galaxy Database Manager is the tool to 
accomplish this (Invensys Systems, 2006).  
 
2.2.4.  DAServer Manager 
The DAServer Manager snap-in allows the user to view the configuration data for the active 
server, the port number the associated DINetwork object communicates across, and the 
device groups and parameters of the DIDevice Object. This snap-in also allows the user to view 
any errors associated with the DAServer; including communication failures to the configured 
input source addresses (Invensys Systems, 2006). 
 
2.2.5.  Log Viewer 
The Log Viewer snap-in is the primary tool for system debugging. This application shows all of 
the error and warning messages associated with the application (Invensys Systems, 2003). This 
log was viewed constantly during the setup stages of this task.  
 
2.2.6.  Platform Manager 
The Platform Manager can set the engines associated with the platform either on or off scan 
(Invensys Systems, 2007c). This means that when the PLC is not connected, and there are input 
source addresses configured, there are going to be constant error messages displayed in the 
Log Viewer if the engine is still on scan. When the PLC is not connected and the user is not, the 
engines can be made to go off scan to avoid repeated error messages (Invensys Systems, 
2007c). The Platform Manager can also be used to launch the Object Viewer. 
 
The Object Viewer is yet another sub-component or application within the Platform Manager 
(Invensys Systems, 2008b). The purpose of the object viewer is to be able to test different       
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parts of the application such as animations or scripts, by modifying the state of object 
attributes within the Object Viewer (Invensys Systems, 2008b). This tool was used extensively 
during the early stages of testing, when the PLC simulator had yet to be setup and configured.  
 
2.3.  UnityPro S 
The UnityPro S Software was used to program code which was used to test the communication 
between the PLC simulator and the SCADA environments. UnityPro is a software package from 
Schneider Electric. Once code is generated, the PLC simulator functionality of the software 
shall be used to transfer data across the network to the Wonderware SCADA environment. 
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3. Software Standards 
Wonderware have constructed their products upon the principles laid out by the ANSI/ISA-95 
international standard. The ANSI/ISA-95 standard was developed by global manufacturers 
from a range of industries. The standard is referred to when developing an interface between 
enterprise and control systems (ISA, 2010).  
 
There are a number of models associated with the ISA-95 standard which are used in different 
situations depending on the information the user would like to convey. One of the models 
within the standard is a conventional hierarchy model  (ISA, 2010).  Considering industrial 
systems, there are 4 levels which define the hierarchy model. The general purpose of the levels 
and their associated generic activities is shown in Table 4. 
 
As previously stated, Wonderware have conformed to the ISA-95 standard; as such this task 
also follows the ISA-95 hierarchy model. This conformance is directly visible in Figure  2; 
however it can be seen that due to the limitations and exclusions of this task, level four is not 
covered within the scope, nor is it covered by any of the software products associated with the 
licensed software. There are a number of other products which reinforce the covered levels, as 
well as those which cover the fourth and final level of the model, specifically those found in 
Table 6 (Invensys Systems, 2010c) (Invensys Systems, 2010b) (Invensys Systems, 2010a).    
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Table 4: ISA-95 hierarchy model 
Level  General Activity Description  General Model Description 
0  •  Physical production device [e.g. 
valve] 
Levels of process control whose 
objective is the control of 
equipment in order to facilitate the 
manufacture of a desired product 
(Sheble, 2007). 
1  •  Logic device or control mechanism 
[e.g. PLC] 
2  •  Supervisory control application 
and/or HMI interface.  
3  •  Overall optimisation control scheme 
or application, which may [or may 
not] involve the access of data 
records. 
Level of manufacturing execution 
system [MES] activities. Involves the 
preparation,  monitoring and 
completion of the production 
process that is executed at the lower 
levels (Sheble, 2007). 
4  •  Establishment of a long term plan; 
including marketing and sales 
directives, and includes the 
procurement of production 
materials and resources. 
Level of enterprise resource 
planning [ERP] activities. These 
activities are not directly related to 
production but indirectly facilitate 
production (Sheble, 2007). 
 
Table 5: Wonderware products which reinforce ISA-95 standard conformity 
Wonderware Product  Description 
IntelaTrac  •  Tracks production, maintenance management and plant 
operations (Invensys Systems, 2010c) 
QI Analyst  •  Statistical process  control [SPC] tool which uses 
historical data to generate reports regarding system 
and alarm ‘health’ (Invensys Systems, 2010b) 
Intelligence  •  Optimization software program which aids the 
transformation of data into actionable information by 
providing a context to the data by including information 
regarding equipment, personnel, maintenance etc 
(Invensys Systems, 2010a) 
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Figure 2: ISA-95 standard applied to project 
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4. Software Setup 
4.1.  Wonderware Setup 
To date, Wonderware have yet to make all of their products compatible with current operating 
systems and data-basing software; this is highlighted by consulting the Wonderware Product 
Compatibility Matrix (Invensys Systems). The compatibility matrix is provided by Wonderware 
Technical Support so that customers, or potential customers, can identify the operating system 
and data-basing software requirements for their Wonderware products.  
 
Through consultation of the Wonderware Product Compatibility Matrix, and the IAS IDE 
readme documentation, it was found that Windows Vista Business operating system was to be 
avoided due to an egregious amount of caveats relating to its installation and runtime 
capabilities  (Invensys Systems)  (Invensys Systems, 2009). Further consultation of these 
documents found that the Wonderware recommended the following pre-requisite software 
applications: 
1.  Microsoft Windows Server 2003, Service Pack [SP] 2.  
2.  MS SQL Server 2005 SP2 
 
A virtual machine [VM] was installed on a host machine. The host machine contained the 
appropriate pre-requisite software. Following this, the products of the Wonderware 
Development Studio were installed on the VM, after consultation with Wonderware TechTip 
#0802. This TechTip contains information relating to the installation and setup of a single-node 
deployment application (Q-mation). Figure 3 below outlines the order of installation of both 
the prerequisite software and the Wonderware Development Studio software. 
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Figure 3: Software Installation Hierarchy 
 
4.2.  UnityPro S Setup 
The software chosen to simulate data transfer from a PLC to the SCADA HMI was Schneider 
Electric’s UnityPro S V.5. This software was installed on the host machine rather than the VM. 
The reason for this was that the PLC simulator and the DAServer tried to communicate using 
the same port, port 502. This meant that only one application, in this case the DAServer, had 
access to the port, so transfer of information was never completed.  
 
When setting up the UnityPro S software, a Modicon Momentum [M] 340 model PLC was 
chosen because Wellard Technologies uses that particular family of PLCs [Momentum] for a 
number of current projects. The full specification of the PLC chosen to simulate is:  
•  Schneider  Electric / Modicon M340 2020 which communicates using the MODBUS 
communication standard via serial or Ethernet communication protocols 
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The communication protocol chosen was Ethernet, and hence MODBUS TCP/IP. This 
communication medium was chosen because if this project was to be applied to a real world 
physical plant, the most likely medium would be MODBUS TCP/IP.  
 
4.3.  Network Connections Setup 
The purpose of a bridged network connection is to piggy-back onto the network adapter 
installed within another machine in order to create a dual or simultaneous connection to a 
network. The bridged connection created a connection from the VM to the Wellard network 
through the host machine. This bridged connection allows the data acquisition software 
installed within the VM to access and poll the PLC through the wireless network. This means 
that there are in fact two simultaneous connections to the wireless network both originating 
from the same physical box; one connection from the host machine, and the other from the 
VM (OpenVPN Technologies, 2008). This setup is shown visually in Figure 4 below. 
 
 
Figure 4: Host machine and virtual machine bridged connection       
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5. Wonderware Introductory Concepts 
5.1.  Galaxy Introduction 
The Galaxy is the expression used to summarise the complete ArchestrA system (Invensys 
Systems, 2008c). A Galaxy is a single namespace which consists of static information pertaining 
to different types of objects such as,  platforms, engines and other miscellaneous system 
objects. Each of these different objects has a number of inherent and user defined attributes. 
These object attributes contain static, or persistent, information associated with the 
configuration of each object template and instance (Invensys Systems, 2008c). The Galaxy 
name for this project is RailHMI. 
 
The Galaxy Repository is the expression to refer to the single database where all of the static 
information relating to the Galaxy and its objects is stored (Invensys Systems, 2008c). The 
Galaxy Repository exists only on a single network machine. While different objects of the 
Galaxy may be deployed to multiple machines, or platforms, on the network, the complete 
Galaxy Repository exists on a single machine only  (Invensys Systems, 2008c).  The Galaxy 
Repository for this application is ‘located’ on the VM, called MINION-01.  
 
5.2.  Galaxy Components 
There are a number of fundamental object templates which are associated with any new 
Galaxy. Object templates are identifiable within the ArchestrA IDE by the ‘$’ symbol prefix 
attached to the object template name (Invensys Systems, 2008c). The generic names of each 
of these fundamental Galaxy object templates and a summary of their purpose within the 
Galaxy are shown in Table 6. A full visual correlation between the components of the Galaxy 
and the external components and associated services is shown in Figure 5.  
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Table 6: Purpose of each object associated with a Galaxy 
Galaxy Component  Purpose Summary 
WinPlatform Object:  •  The platform monitors and manages the running state of 
AppEngine objects which are deployed to the platform 
AppEngine Object  •  Represents the process which hosts and executes Area, 
DeviceIntegration and ApplicationObjects 
ViewEngine Object   •  Simplified version of an AppEngine object as it hosts only 
InTouchViewApp objects and will scan all objects 
associated with it based on a predefined scan rate 
InTouchViewApp  
Object  
•  Represents a managed InTouch application within the 
Application Server environment 
Area Object  •  Area objects are used to organize ApplicationObjects in 
such a manner that it resembles, as close as possible, the 
actual physical layout 
ApplicationObject  •  These objects represent a physical device or piece of 
equipment 
DeviceIntegration  
Object [DIObject] 
•  These objects represent communication with external 
devices and software.  
DIDevice Object  •  This object represents physically an external device such 
as a PLC. Each of these objects are associated with a 
DINetwork Object 
DINetwork Object  •  Network objects represent the physical connection 
between DIDevice objects and the DAServer [e.g. network 
interface ports] 
(Invensys Systems, 2008c) 
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Figure 5: Wonderware software environments and service interactions 
 
5.3.  Viewing Components of the Galaxy 
There are multiple view options available when using the IDE. Each of these view options 
presents the components in the Galaxy in a different context, and depending on the current 
actions or purpose of the developer, each of these views can be exploited to allow for the 
most efficient system design. The 3 different view options in the IDE are shown Table 7.  
 
Due to the proposed single node deployment, there is very little difference between the Model 
and Deployment views; and being that the Model view offers the developer a wider view in 
the context of the scope of the system, it was favoured over the Deployment view. Hence only 
two view options were used during the development of this HMI application; Model and 
Derivation. 
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Table 7: IDE view summary 
View  Purpose 
Model  •  This view shows each object in terms of its physical relationship to 
another [i.e. containment relationships]. The model view allows 
the user to organize the objects through a folder structure. 
•  This view most accurately portrays the physical layout of the plant 
based on process areas and the contained objects 
Derivation  •  The purpose of the Derivation view is to show objects [and 
templates] in terms of their parent/child relationships. This view 
facilitates object construction and assigning common attributes at 
the highest most appropriate template object level.  
Deployment  •  The Deployment view shows the user instances only. These 
instances are shown and organised in a file structure based on 
their assignment relationships [i.e. to which platform, and/or 
engine etc. the instance has been assigned to].  
(Invensys Systems, 2008c) 
 
5.4.  IDE Object Attribute Definition 
When implementing attributes, it is considered good practice to attach a prefix identifier to 
the attribute name  (Wonderware Southern Africa, 2008). This prefix serves a number of 
purposes: 
1.  immediately identifies the type and purpose of the attribute for present and future 
users, 
2.  aids in navigation and selection of attributes at later construction stages, and 
3.  aids in debugging of errors.  
A multitude of prefixes have been used throughout this project, with a few of the most 
common shown, with their corresponding meaning, Table 8. 
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Table 8: UDA prefixes and their meaning 
UDA Prefix  Meaning 
alm [alarm]  •  Indicates the UDA is an alarm indicator 
cfg [configure]  •  Indicates the UDA is used in the configuration of another UDA 
cmd [command]   •  Indicates that the object has [or has not] received a command 
sts [status]  •  Indicates the current status of the object either via Boolean 
or string  
tst [test]  •  Indicates that the UDA is calculated from a field value 
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6. Galaxy Setup 
6.1.  Fundamental Objects 
6.1.1.  Fundamental Object Overview 
In order to setup the Galaxy, a number of the previously discussed fundamental template 
objects were required to be instantiated. Instances of these templates are required because 
object templates cannot be deployed to platforms. The four fundamental object templates 
shown in Table 9 were instantiated, as templates are not deployable objects.   
 
Table 9: Fundamental Galaxy object templates 
Object Template Name [Generic]  Object Instance Name [Project]  
WinPlatform  •  RailHMIWinPlatform_001 
AppEngine  •  RailHMIAppEngine_001 
ViewAppEngine  •  RailHMIViewAppEngine_001 
InTouchViewApp  •  RailHMIViewApp 
 
6.1.2.  Platform Instance  
A single WinPlatform object was created called RailHMIWinPlatform_001. Only one platform 
object is required as the developed application is only being deployed to one node [machine]. 
Each platform connected to the network (and which will have Galaxy objects deployed to it) 
requires an individual platform hence it can be said that a platform is the Galaxy 
representation of each machine attached to the Galaxy  (Invensys Systems, 2008c). Each 
machine can only exist as part of one Galaxy; therefore more than one platform cannot be 
deployed to a single machine.    
 
6.1.3.  Engine Instances 
Associated with every WinPlatform is a single AppEngine and ViewEngine. A single AppEngine 
and ViewEngine were therefore created called RailHMIAppEngine_001  and 
RailHMIViewEngine_001 respectively. The AppEngine is the object which executes all of the 
area and device integration objects (Invensys Systems, 2008c). Within the scope of a real       
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physical system (a manufacturing plant for example), there may be hundreds or thousands of 
these objects executed by the application object. The majority of objects executed by the 
AppEngine are ApplicationObjects with Area and DI  Objects making up the minority. The 
ViewEngine object is assigned and deployed to a single WinPlatform object. A ViewEngine acts 
in the same manner as an AppEngine except that it does not execute the same objects; the 
ViewEngine hosts only an InTouchViewApp object (Invensys Systems, 2008c).   
 
6.1.4.  ViewApp Instance 
An InTouchViewApp object represents a managed InTouch application. There can be any 
number of these objects hosted by a ViewEngine object and therefore available at any single 
node. These InTouchViewApps are managed by the IDE, and as such have the ability to contain 
ArchestrA graphics designed within the IDE (Invensys Systems, 2008c). 
 
6.2.  Imported Objects 
6.2.1.  Imported Object Overview 
Objects not included in the fundamental Galaxy templates include those associated with the 
DAServer software product (Invensys Systems, 2004b). These are examples of the DI Objects 
referred to in Table 6. These objects must be imported into the IDE from the DAServer files. A 
single DIDevice and DINetwork object, respectively, was imported to the IDE, as shown in 
Table 10. The type of templates imported was based on the requirements of the system. The 
specific requirements of the system being: 
1.   A Modicon Momentum PLC  
2.  Communication via Modbus TCP/IP.  
 
Table 10: Imported Galaxy object templates 
Device Integration Object Name [Generic]  Device Integration Object Name [Instance] 
ModbusEnet  •  ModbusEnetPort 
ModbusEnetMomentum  •  SimPLC 
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6.2.2.  Device Integration Objects 
DI Objects represent communication between external devices and a data server. There are 
two types of DIObjects, DIDevice Objects and DINetwork Objects which represent the external 
device and network communication path respectively (Invensys Systems, 2008c).  
 
With respect to this system, a DIDevice object template was imported to represent a Modicon 
Momentum PLC which communicates data via the Modbus protocol; this template was called 
ModbusEnetMomentum. This template was immediately instantiated and the result named 
SimPLC, to represent the PLC being simulated by the host machine.  
 
A DINetwork object was also imported based on the desired method of communication, 
Modbus; the object template was called ModbusEnet. This was, again, immediately 
instantiated and the result called ModbusEnetPort.  
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7. Development Approach Methodology 
Considering that this task marked the foundations of the projects, a cautious approach was 
taken in the development, where small portions of the overall task were tackled, one after the 
other, then revisited and improved. This approach methodology is known as the Incremental 
Approach.  
 
The Incremental Approach is a hybrid methodology, made up of elements of the Waterfall and 
Prototyping Approaches respectively (Basili & Larman, 2003). There are five basic steps or 
principles of an Incremental Approach software development methodology. The Waterfall 
Approach components of this methodology are as follows: 
1.  The initial concept and purpose of the application are defined 
2.  The requirements of the software application are explored and analysed 
3.  The design of the application model and architecture are defined.  
Following these three aforementioned steps, a Prototyping Approach methodology is 
employed to achieve the following: 
4.  Break the application into smaller portions 
5.  Progressively, via the iteration progress, make improvements to the small portions, 
improving on the final quality of the portions after each iteration 
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8. Initial Planning 
The initial planning of this task involved creating a task phase plan. It was conceived that there 
would be 6 phases involved with the development of the HMI application (Amelsvoort, 2009). 
The conceived 6 phases are as follows: 
1.  Planning Phase 
2.  Design Phase 
3.  Construction Phase 
4.  Testing Phase 
5.  Evaluation Phase 
6.  Handover 
 
These six identified phases of this task are congruent with the Incremental Approach 
methodology. The phases of the Incremental Approach are shown in Figure 6. 
 
 
Figure 6: Incremental Approach software application development methodology 
(Amelsvoort, 2009)       
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9. Planning & Requirements 
9.1.  Requirements 
Document consultation and brainstorming the information required to be presented by the 
HMI formed the primary tasks associated with the planning phase. Once this information was 
gathered, it was compiled into a document which became the functional specification for the 
task.  
 
9.2.  Planning for the IDE 
Once the requirements of the HMI were established, a basic model of the system objects was 
constructed on paper. This model was desired for two reasons: 
1.  To help identify all of the necessary components of the system and their relationships 
with one another, and  
2.  To assist in creating a greater understanding of the project for the intern and future 
developers of this HMI application.  
 
Every model, no matter what type or how complex, follows  one of the following three 
construction approaches:  
1.  The top-down approach  -  consider the first element then sequentially working 
downwards 
2.  The bottom-up approach - consider the lower most elements then sequentially work 
higher in the model until  an apex is reached  
3.  A combination of the two previously mentioned methods; the model is built from both 
ends and is complete, generally, somewhere in the middle of the hierarchy where the 
ends meet.  
(Purcell & James, 2007) 
 
The construction of this model used the third approach - the combination method. First the 
intern started at the top level of the project, considered to be the entire site (hence the top-      
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down approach). Within the site there are considered to be two major components; load 
chute and locomotive. The intern then started from the lower most known elements and 
started to attribute these elements to sub-components. Thus began the process of the 
bottom-up approach. Using both of these methods, often iteratively, yielded the result shown 
in Figure 7.  
 
 
Figure 7: Proposed model hierarchy 
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Locomotive
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GearboxTemp
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10.  Analysis & Design 
10.1.  Overview 
The analysis and design phase of the task took place entirely on paper. A model and complete 
understanding of the requirements was required before this phase could begin, and a full 
analysis and design of object attributes was required before the phase ended. 
 
10.2.  IDE 
The proposed system model, shown in Figure 7, outlines a number of system objects. These 
objects have associated with each a number of user defined attributes [UDAs]. Each UDA shall 
in some way facilitate the presentation of information associated with that particular object. 
An analysis of each of the objects within Figure 7, with the exception of the Site, Load Chute 
and Locomotive objects, was carried out by applying the simple brainstorming strategy: “What 
attributes must these objects have which will allow it to display all of the information required 
of it”. This exercise provided an exhaustive list of all attributes associated with each designed 
object. The full list of objects and attributes can be seen in Appendix B: Summary of Object 
Attributes; the result of one of these attribute analysis exercises, for the object called hydraulic 
pressure, is shown in Table 11. 
 
Table 11: Proposed hydraulic pressure attributes 
Attributes  Attribute Type 
High-High Alarm  •  Boolean 
High Alarm  •  Boolean 
Low Alarm  •  Boolean 
Low-Low Alarm  •  Boolean 
Maximum Reading  •  Float 
Minimum Reading  •  Float 
Unit of Pressure  •  String 
Pressure State  •  String 
Pressure Reading  •  Float 
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10.3.  InTouch 
10.3.1. Window Concepts 
It was foreseeable based on the information provided by the Function Specification document 
that a single window would be required for the header and footer respectively, as well as the 
overview, trending and alarm display windows. In addition to these five windows, functionality 
for two locomotives and six load chutes was expected. The most straightforward method to 
achieve this would be to create a separate window for each of these components. However 
the intern wanted to be as efficient and intuitive as possible, making simply one screen for 
each component [a single window for the locomotive and load chute components 
respectively], and based on some user interaction, the application would populate the on-
screen elements with information specific to the  chosen component. That is;  if the user 
navigated to load chute #4, the objects associated with the load chute page would read the 
information associated with the element of the fourth load chute and populate the objects 
with that information. By this rationale, only seven windows need be created.  
 
10.3.2. Window Layout 
It was planned that the header and footer would always be visible during the runtime of the 
application. The middle of the screen would be reserved for the information the user desired 
to see [as controlled by navigation]. This middle section of the screen would be replaced as the 
user opted to navigate to another section of the application. The proposed layout is shown in 
Figure 8. 
 
Header 
 
 
Mimic Display 
Footer 
Figure 8: Planned generic InTouch window layout 
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11.  Construction 
11.1.  IDE 
11.1.1. Application Objects 
Construction within the IDE began with the creation of a number of object templates. These 
templates are examples of the previously mentioned Application Objects. The fundamental 
Application Object associated with a new Galaxy is called $UserDefined. It is from this base 
object that all objects contained within the designed system are created. The object templates 
created for this system are based primarily on the system model, but also based on the 
common attributes of each of the designed objects. In order to be most efficient when 
creating these objects, a number of higher level objects were created to reduce the 
construction time. An example of this is the categorisation of the three  designed objects 
$GearboxTemp, $MotorTemp and $HydraulicPressure into a group called $AnalogInstrument. 
This action was taken after an analysis of the attributes associated with each object as shown 
in  Table  12.  A number of other like grouping objects were created based on analysis of 
common attributes; a summary of the created group objects and the objects with membership 
to a particular group is shown in Table 13. 
 
Table 12: Hydraulic Pressure, Motor Temperature & Gearbox Temperature attribute comparison 
Hydraulic 
Pressure 
Data 
Type 
Motor  
Temperature 
Data 
Type 
Gearbox 
Temperature 
Data 
Type 
Hi-Hi Alarm  Boolean  Hi-Hi Alarm  Boolean  Hi-Hi Alarm  Boolean 
Hi Alarm  Boolean  Hi Alarm  Boolean  Hi Alarm  Boolean 
Lo Alarm  Boolean  Lo Alarm  Boolean  Lo Alarm  Boolean 
Lo-Lo Alarm  Boolean  Lo-Lo Alarm  Boolean  Lo-Lo Alarm  Boolean 
Max. Reading  Float  Max. Reading  Float  Max. Reading  Float 
Min. Reading  Float  Min. Reading  Float  Min. Reading  Float 
Unit of Pressure  String  Unit of Temp.  String  Unit of Temp.  String 
Pressure State  String  Temp. State  String  Temp. State  String 
Pressure Reading  Float  Temp. Reading  Float  Temp. Reading  Float 
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Table 13: Object grouping by like attributes 
Group Name  Objects with Group Membership 
$AnalogInstrument  •  $HydraulicPressure 
•  $GearboxTemp 
•  $MotorTemp 
$DigitalSwitch  •  $CirculationFlow 
•  $HydraulicFlow 
•  $OilLevelHighHigh 
•  $OilLevelHigh 
•  $OilLevelLow 
•  $OilLevelLowLow 
•  $OrePassLevelHigh 
•  $OrePassLevelLow 
$MultiTurnEncoder  •  $Encoder 
$SingleTurnEncoder  •  $Angle 
$Tag  •  $TagReader 
•  $TagDevice 
 
The full parent-child relationship structure of every object template created for the purposes 
of this system are shown in Figure 9.       
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Figure 9: IDE derivation view showing parent-child grouping 
 
11.1.2. Object Containment 
In order to build the system model with the aforementioned objects, the objects must be 
linked to one another based on the desired relationships as shown in Figure 7. This process is 
called containment.  An example of the need for the containment process is creating the 
desired link between the $GearboxTemp object and the $Loco object, as demonstrated within 
Figure 7. The containment process is carried out by dragging an object [which is called the 
contained object] and dropping it onto another [called the containment or containing object]. 
A successful containment process is evident by a change in the object name of the contained 
object. In the previously mentioned example of the $Gearbox object being contained within 
the $Loco object, the contained object name shall incorporate that of the containment object 
as follows: $Loco.GearboxTemp. That is, the containment object shall inherit the contained 
object name and attach it as a prefix to its own name. The complete result of all containment 
actions taken within the IDE are shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: System containment relationships 
 
11.1.3. Area Objects 
Area objects are created so that the elements of the system can be broken down and 
separated into different sections of the system. There were five areas created in association 
with this project; they were as follows:  
1.  Chutes 
2.  Locos 
3.  SCADA 
4.  Site 
5.  DumpingStation       
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As these were the 5 areas identified with this underground rail haulage system,  a  single 
instance for each area was created from the fundamental Galaxy $Area object. Following the 
same containment procedure, the Chute, Locos, DumpingStation and SCADA areas were 
contained within the Site area.  
 
11.1.4. Building the Proposed Model 
When any new instance of an object within the Galaxy is created, it is automatically assigned 
to the folder called Unassigned Area. The intern created all of the appropriate instances for 
each required object of the system. This process was made more efficient by the created 
containment relationships. Creating an instance of a containing object propagates through the 
network to all of the contained objects. Hence creating six instances from the $Chute object 
creates six instances for each and every object contained within the $Chute object. These 
instances were moved from the Unassigned Area folder and associated with each of the 
corresponding Area objects. An example of this is shown in Figure 11 where all of the objects 
associated with the first load chute of the system are outlined. This figure shows that the 
model of the system has been constructed based on the designed objects shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 11: Model view showing instances assigned to their respective areas 
 
11.2.  Object Attributes 
The fundamental components of any object instance or template are the attributes associated 
with them. These attributes are the basic characteristics of the objects, and define the purpose 
and limitations of each individual object instance.  
 
Referring back to the comparison between the proposed attributes of the $GearboxTemp, 
$MotorTemp and the $HydraulicPressure objects, it was seen that the attributes of these       
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three objects were identical. For this reason, these objects were grouped into the object 
$AnalogInstrument. By creating these proposed UDAs within the $AnalogInstrument object, 
the user eliminates the need to replicate these UDAs in the individual objects; as the UDAs of a 
parent object are inherited by all child objects. The proposed object attributes for each of 
these three objects were revised, and again, all attributes found in each object are identical. As 
such these UDAs were created in the $AnalogInstrument object, as shown in Table 14. The 
ArchestrA IDE characteristic of object inheritance, which is not limited to UDAs, but also 
includes scripts and graphics, is shown in Figure 12. This figure shows the UDAs associated with 
$HydraulicPressure, both inherited and object specific, and all of its instances.  
 
As stated previously, a full summary of every object with both its inherited and object specific 
UDAs is available in Appendix A: Functional Specification Document. 
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Table 14: User Defined Attributes and their intended purpose 
#  UDA Name  UDA Type  Purpose 
1.    alm_HH  Boolean  •  Indicate a Hi-Hi alarm 
2.    alm_H  Boolean  •  Indicate a Hi alarm 
3.    alm_L  Boolean  •  Indicate a Lo alarm 
4.    alm_LL  Boolean  •  Indicate a Lo-Lo alarm 
5.    cfg_HHState  String  •  Text to be displayed when Hi-Hi state is 
active  
6.    cfg_HState  String  •  Text to be displayed when Hi state is   
active 
7.    cfg_LState  String  •  Text to be displayed when Lo state is 
active 
8.    cfg_LLState  String  •  Text to be displayed when Lo-Lo state is 
active 
9.    cfg_MaxEU  Float  •  Defines the maximum value of the object 
10.   cfg_MinEU  Float  •  Defines the minimum value of the object 
11.   cfg_Unit  String  •  Defines the unit of the object 
12.   sts_HH  Boolean  •  Indicates the status is currently Hi-Hi 
13.   sts_H  Boolean  •  Indicates the status is currently Hi 
14.   sts_L  Boolean  •  Indicates the status is currently Lo 
15.   sts_LL  Boolean  •  Indicates the status is currently Lo-Lo 
16.   sts_State  String  •  Based on the currently active status, shall 
display the configured text associated 
status  
17.   sts_Value  Float  •  Indicates the current value of the object 
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Figure 12: UDA inheritance from parent templates 
 
11.3.  Object Extensions 
11.3.1. Overview 
Further elementary construction of object templates was completed in the extension menu 
tab of each object. The extension tab allows the user to attach [or extend] such functions as 
alarming, history sampling and input addresses for chosen attributes  (Invensys Systems, 
2008c).  
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Extensions can be configured at the parent object level, in exactly  the same manner as 
attributes, or more commonly at the child template level. In the context of this project, the 
only extensions which were configured at the parent template level were those for alarms [i.e. 
alarm extensions on alarm attributes].  
 
11.3.2. Alarm Configuration 
This was within the $AnalogInstrument object as shown in Figure 13. By selecting the attribute 
alm_H, the developer then clicked the alarm extension checkbox. While there are a number of 
configurable characteristics for the alarm extension such as, category, priority, alarm message 
and active alarm state, they were each left at their default values, as shown in Figure 13. These 
default settings were the same for all configured alarms throughout the project.   
 
 
Figure 13: $AnalogInstrument attribute extension 
 
11.3.3. History Extension 
Configuring an attribute to be sampled and stored in the history database is done in much the 
same manner as configuring an attribute for alarm extension. Unlike the alarms however, in 
this project, history extensions were configured at the lower level template objects. An 
example of this is the history extensions on the alarm attributes, and the value attribute. It was 
deemed important to send the alarms to history every time they activated, as this data could 
be used at a later stage for possible alarm rationalization depending on the attribute the alarm       
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was attached to and the frequency of the alarm activating and deactivating [i.e. possible 
bouncing]. 
   
The history extension characteristics available to the user to define are shown in Figure 14. The 
locked padlock icon indicates that the user will not be able to change any of these 
characteristics from lower level templates or instances. The configured trend high and low 
values were input by the intern to indicate the minimum and maximum pressure readings 
respectively.  
 
 
Figure 14: History extension characteristics  
 
11.3.4. Input Extension 
The concept of an input source extension shall be explored within the Testing section of this 
report.   
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11.4.  Custom Properties 
Custom properties are created within an ArchestrA object graphic. These custom properties 
are used to create a link between the attributes of a Galaxy and the variable tags of the 
InTouch environment (Invensys Systems, 2007a). The need for custom properties is generated 
because the InTouch environments cannot directly reference attributes within the Galaxy, and 
as the InTouch software has been around for much longer than the ArchestrA IDE, the two 
interfaces are not completely synchronized (Invensys Systems, 2007a). A custom property acts 
an interfacing layer between the two so that the attributes within ArchestrA can be utilized 
within InTouch.  
   
Custom properties are predominantly used to extend the standard properties of a graphic. If 
the intern creates a custom property with an empty reference, once an instance of the graphic 
is placed within an InTouch window, the user can indirectly reference a desired ArchestrA 
attribute. By using indirect referencing, the graphic can by embedded within a load chute or 
locomotive screen and with the aid of the IOSetRemoteReferences function, fully integrate 
with the InTouch windows and hence the HMI application (Invensys Systems, 2007b).  
 
The difference between direct and indirect referencing is very subtle, though this subtle 
difference determines the functionality of the IOSetRemoteReferences function. 
 
Direct:    Galaxy:Chute.HydraulicPack.HydraulicPressure_001.sts_Value 
Indirect:   Galaxy:Chute_001.HydraulicPack.HydraulicPressure.sts_Value 
 
An example of a configured IOSetRemoteReferences function is when the user clicks on a 
particular load chute icon on the overview page. By clicking a particular icon, load chute #3 for 
example, a variable called LoadChute1 is set to three. When LoadChute1 is equal to three, the 
IOSetRemoteReferences  function is configured to replace all instances of Chute_001 to 
Chute_003. The window script associated with the overview window, and hence shows all 
IOSetRemoteReferences functions, is shown in Figure 15.       
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Figure 15: Script running the IOSetRemoteReferences function 
 
11.5.  ArchestrA Graphics 
11.5.1. Overview 
For each object template, there may be any number of graphics associated with it. Again, like 
the UDAs, graphics from parent objects are inherited through the model to child templates. 
One of the most significant benefits of using ArchestrA graphics is that once the graphic is built 
and even used in the HMI, changes can still be made, and though there may be potentially 
hundreds or even thousands of the same graphic used throughout the application, the change 
can be made only once and then propagated throughout the network.  
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There is a simple inherent difference between the terms ArchestrA symbols and ArchestrA 
graphics. That difference is that ArchestrA symbols are graphical template items, which are 
predefined within the graphical toolbox. The user can build individual ArchestrA symbols 
without associating the symbol with an ArchestrA object. ArchestrA graphics are built entirely 
within the symbol editor which is navigated to from the object menu.  
 
11.5.2. ArchestrA Symbols 
For the purposes of this project task, a number of existing ArchestrA symbols had been edited 
and more still created in the graphical template database. This editing of existing symbols has 
been done for a variety of reasons, the two most recurrent are: so that the colour shading of 
the document is all the same and secondly so that the object fulfills the necessary task when 
applied to this project. When referring to the colour shading, a conscious effort was made to 
have the graphical objects shown in the 2D or flat format, while the indicators would be shown 
with shading which gave the 3D sunken effect. 
 
Examples of edited graphical template objects include: 
1.  Navigational toolbar 
2.  Hydraulic and circulation pump objects 
3.  Hydraulic pressure gauge object 
 
Examples of created graphical template objects include: 
1.  Display graphic [combo graphic displaying both a value and text] 
2.  Value graphic [displays a value] 
3.  Text graphic [displays text such as value units] 
4.  Indicator graphic [indicates an alarm with associated shorthand text] 
 
11.5.3. ArchestrA Object Graphics 
In some circumstances, objects have more than one graphic associated with it. This was the 
case for the $Chute object. One graphic was required for the overview page, a small icon to       
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represent a load chute within an area of a segment. This icon was simply a small circle with a 
accompanying text to indicate the identity of the load chute. The second graphic associated 
with the load chute is the full graphical description including the ore pass, load tray and 
pneumatic arm. These graphics are shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17 respectively. Each of 
these respective graphics, along with almost every other ArchestrA object graphics, has at 
least one animation associated with it. 
 
 
Figure 16: Load chute overview diagram 
 
 
Figure 17: Load chute diagram 
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11.6.  Graphic Animations 
11.6.1. Overview 
The presentation capabilities of the intern were constrained by the limited in-built animation 
functions. Only seven different animation techniques were used throughout the construction 
of the object graphics on the graphics embedded within InTouch windows.  
 
11.6.2. Visibility 
Visibility was perhaps the most commonly used animation throughout the development of this 
application. As advertised by the name of the animation, the visibility animation allows the 
user to hide objects based on the status of an attribute (Invensys Systems, 2008a). The 
common application for this animation, as it was used in this context, is to show alarm or error 
messages only when said alarm and/or errors are activated.   
 
11.6.3. Orientation 
The orientation animation allowed the intern to rotate graphical objects (Invensys Systems, 
2008a). The intern used this animation technique when configuring the load tray object within 
the Load Chute graphic to rotate based on the value of the angle, read from the PLC. Typically 
orientation animations occur around the centre point of the graphic, however that can, and 
was offset, so that the orientation occurred around the pivot point [where the pneumatic arm 
joins flush with the load tray].  
 
11.6.4. Width 
A width animation is used to extend, or contract, the width of a configured object within an 
ArchestrA graphic (Invensys Systems, 2008a). This animation was used only once within this 
application, to  control the width of the pneumatic arm on the load chute diagram. This 
animation was required in order to keep the pneumatic arm flush with the pivot point of the 
load tray.  
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11.6.5. Creating Movement 
Animating an object graphic to move about the window during runtime requires the following 
animation: 
1.  Location Vertical, 
2.  Location Horizontal, or  
3.  Both 
(Invensys Systems, 2008a) 
 
While typically this type of animation would be used to indicate the level in a tank or some 
other analog expression change, in the context of this application, a combination of these 
animations were used to animate the locomotive icons on the overview window. The 
configured animations show the locomotive as it operates running around the track. 
 
11.6.6. Fill Style 
Animating colours can be achieved using analog or discrete [Boolean] tags or expressions. 
There are three different fill style links to configure; line colour, fill colour and text colour 
(Invensys Systems, 2008a). When configuring a fill style animation, the intern made use of both 
the implementation styles, Boolean expressions and truth tables. Fill style animations were 
used predominantly to indicate the status of objects; such as the level within a load chute ore 
pass. In the case of the load chute ore pass, a truth table was configured where three 
outcomes were possible: 
1.  The ore pass was low, in which case the object was configured to fill with red 
2.  The ore pass was high, in which case the object was configured to fill with green 
3.  The ore pass was neither high nor low, in which case the object was configured to 
remain grey 
 
11.6.7. Value Display 
Value display animations are used to show the value of a configured tag. There are 3 different 
value display types which can show messages at runtime. These 3 types are shown in Table 15.       
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This animation type was used in each of the segment number displays on the overview 
window, and in all of the text graphic objects throughout the HMI application.  
Table 15: Value display types 
Value Display Type  Shows 
Discrete  •  ON/OFF 
Analog  •  Value of an analog expression such as hydraulic 
pressure or locomotive speed. 
String  •  The value of a string expression such as “Hydraulic 
pressure is currently Overpressure” 
(Invensys Systems, 2008a) 
 
11.7.  InTouch 
11.7.1. Assumptions 
The HMI interface was designed with a number of features commonly expected of SCADA 
interfaces. Just are few of these features are as follows: 
1.  Each HMI page, with the exception of the alarm summary page, has the same generic 
layout of page header and footer, with the majority of the page being reserved for 
information display.  
2.  Every HMI page, with no exception, has the ability to navigate to different areas of the 
HMI.  
3.  The HMI was designed to be read from left to right 
4.  Graphics and icons were formatted to a generous size without being obtrusively large 
5.  Colour is used to immediately capture the attention of the user 
 
One of the unofficial techniques used while developing the HMI windows, was the 
conformance to the abnormal situation management [ASM] stratagem. The purpose of ASM is 
to remain as neutral as possible [in the context of colour use] by using grayscale for a majority 
of the project, and using colour as an indication that a component of the model has entered an 
abnormal state. 
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11.7.2. Windows Configuration 
Construction of the InTouch windows started with 7 empty windows whose properties; 
including type and dimensions, were configured so as the header and footer would always be 
visible and the remaining 5 pages would be displayed when called. Pop-up windows in the 
InTouch environment are always displayed above the other two types of windows; replace and 
overlay. A replace window automatically closes any opened windows with which the 
configured replace window intersects when it is opened. An overlay window layers itself on 
top of any currently opened windows when it is opened, yet does not close any currently 
opened windows. 
 
Table 16 shows the different types of windows associated with each created window. Figure 
31 highlights the window property menu and the configured settings for the header window. 
 
Table 16: Configured InTouch window types 
Window Name  Window Type 
Header  •  Pop-up 
Footer  •  Pop-up 
Overview  •  Replace 
Alarm Summary  •  Overlay 
Trending  •  Overlay 
Locomotive  •  Overlay 
Load Chute  •  Overlay 
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Figure 18: Header window properties 
 
11.7.3. Scripts 
A number of InTouch windows were configured with window scripts. Window scripts are just 
one variety of scripting functions (Invensys Systems, 2007b). In order to achieve navigation, a 
script was generated which made use of the Show Window function, which opens/displays the 
called window. This navigation script was stored in the window script menu for the header. 
This was done because the header is the only window which remains open for the entire 
duration of the application; hence to facilitate navigation for all time during runtime, the 
navigation script was required to be associated with the header window. The header window 
script for navigation is shown in Figure 19. This script however only takes into consideration 
navigation between the windows as shown on the navigational toolbar: Overview, Trending 
and Alarm Summary. The script associated with navigation to the locomotive window is 
configured within the overview page as shown in Figure 20. Navigation to the load chute 
window is not configured based on a window script, rather an action script animation.  
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Figure 19: Header window navigation script 
 
 
Figure 20: Overview window navigation to locomotive window script 
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11.7.4. Window Development 
11.7.4.1.  Overview Window 
The overview window is designed to show a basic track layout, including the load chute and 
dumping station locations, as well as the current location of each locomotive. The following 
screen was developed, shown in Figure 21, which includes embedded objects and configured 
text displays such as: 
•  Load chutes 
•  Locomotives 
•  Dumping stations 
•  RF tags 
•  Segment indicator tags 
 
The reason that there are so many locomotive icons on the window is that in order to facilitate 
the animation of the locomotives moving around the track, for every line [or section of a 
segment], a locomotive icon was required. It should be noted though that only two icons are 
present at any one time; to represent Loco#1 and Loco#2 respectively.  
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Figure 21: Developed overview window 
 
Figure 22: Runtime overview window       
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11.7.5. Header Window 
The header window contains just four objects: 
1.  Navigational toolbar 
2.  Project Title 
3.  Title of the window currently displayed 
4.  Wellard logo  
 
As mentioned previously in this report, the header window contains scripts which controls the 
navigation to the three navigation toolbar tabs: Overview, Trending and Alarm Summary. The 
navigation toolbar was an object embedded from the ArchestrA graphic template toolbox, 
while the Wellard logo was an imported bitmap image. The runtime header window, which is 
always visible during the application runtime, is shown in Figure 23. 
 
 
Figure 23: Developed header window 
 
11.7.6. Footer and Alarm Summary Windows 
The footer and alarm summary windows are configured in exactly the same way. Each window 
contains the same ActiveFactory object, AlarmViewCtrl. The only difference is that the footer 
window is configured with smaller dimensions to fit into the footer window. The 
AlarmViewCtrl object allows the user to view and acknowledge alarms (Invensys Systems, 
2007d). The developed alarm display window is shown in Figure 24 while the runtime window 
view is shown in Figure 25. The AlarmViewCtrl object shows such characteristics of the active 
alarm including: 
1.  Time of activation 
2.  State [ACK or UNACK] 
3.  Type  
4.  Priority       
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5.  Value 
6.  Alarm comment 
 
 
Figure 24: Developed alarm display window 
 
 
Figure 25: Runtime alarm display window 
 
11.7.7. Trending Window 
The trending window is configured to show an ActiveFactory object called aaHistClientTrend. 
This object reads all of the tags associated with the Galaxy so that those with history 
extensions associated with them can be selected for trending (Invensys Systems, 2007d). There 
is no method of filtering the tags to exclude those with no history extensions; however the 
intern has created a number of pre-defined groups such as: 
•  Hydraulic Pressure 
•  Gearbox Temperature 
•  Motor Temperature 
These groups each contain 6 tags and the group can be selected as a whole and inserted into 
the trending graph. The trending graph object, aaHistClientTrend, is shown in Figure 26.   
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Figure 26: Developed trending window 
 
11.7.8. Load Chute & Locomotive Windows 
The load chute and locomotive windows, while separate, were configured in much the same 
manner. The predominantly used function within each of these windows; that is in the scripts 
associated with the respective windows, is the IOSetRemoteReferences function. Using this 
function allowed only one window to be created for each of these components, and based on 
the status of a navigation variable, Loco1Selected,  Loco2Selected  and  LoadChute1, the 
IOSetRemoteReferences function would be configured to show the appropriate data for each 
object on the page. This function would only work for those objects which were configured 
using indirect referencing and were compatible with the indirect referencing function. The 
windows developed for the locomotive and load chute components of the system are shown in 
Figure 27 and Figure 29 respectively, while the runtime windows for these two windows are 
shown in Figure 28 and Figure 30 respectively.   
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Figure 27: Developed locomotive window 
 
 
 
Figure 28: Runtime locomotive window 
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Figure 29: Developed load chute window 
 
 
 
Figure 30: Runtime load chute window       
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12.  Testing 
12.1.  Overview 
The testing of the designed HMI application occurred in two parts; informal testing and formal 
testing. The informal testing phase was carried out simultaneously with the construction of the 
application. This involved an iterative process of design, construction and testing. The formal 
testing phase occurred during the Evaluation phase of the application, once all of the previous 
phases of the software development approach had been concluded.  
 
12.2.  Informal Testing 
12.2.1. Object Viewer 
The early stages of informal testing were carried out utilising the Object Viewer functionality of 
the Platform Manager SMC snap-in. The Object Viewer was used to test the configuration of 
animations and the presentation of data on the designed application windows. Testing with 
the Object Viewer stopped once the PLC simulator was completely configured, code was 
generated, and the ArchestrA objects were configured to read data from the PLC registers [i.e. 
the input source extensions were configured]. 
 
12.2.2. Code Generation 
A number of sections of code were generated in order to test the different components of the 
designed HMI. A few of these sections are included in Table 17. As much coding had to be 
replicated time and time again for the different instances of objects, and as this was quite time 
consuming at times due to the length of the code, a number of derived function blocks [DFBs] 
were created to cut down on the repetition and to improve coding efficiency. An example of 
this is in the coding of the section called Setup_TagActivation  (shown in  Figure  31);  the 
associated code is shown in Appendix D: RF Tag Configuration. The general purpose of this 
code is to only activate the tag associated with the DFB output, Tag_To_Activate. If one of the 
locomotives is on the segment of track where  the tag device is situated [or on  the next 
segment], and is between the activation and deactivation distance markers associated with 
that particular tag, then the tag device shall be activated. There was a situation which made 
coding this section far more difficult than normal. That situation was when the locomotive       
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moved onto the next segment, and the location of the current active tag was then the previous 
segment. The deactivation distance then required to know the  previous segment of each 
locomotive at all times. The input variables of this DFB are shown in Table 18 along with a 
summary description.  
 
Table 17: Sections of code which test attributes associated with system objects 
Test Code Name  Tested Objects  
[or attributes therein] 
Code Location 
Test_Pumps  $CirculationFlow 
$HydraulicFlow 
$HydraulicPack 
Appendix G: Test_Pumps 
Test_OilLevelSwitches  $OilLevelHighHigh 
$OilLevelHigh 
$OilLevelLow 
$OilLevelLowLow 
Appendix H: 
Test_Oil_Level_Switches 
Test_OrePassLevelSwitches  $OrePassLevelHigh 
$OrePassLevelLow 
Appendix I: Ore_Pass_Levels 
Test_AngleValues  $Angle 
$Chute 
Appendix F: Test_Angle 
Test_LocoTemps  $GearboxTemp 
$MotorTemp 
Appendix E: Analog Instrument 
Test_HydrPressure  $HydraulicPressure  Appendix E: Analog Instrument 
Test_LocoLocation  $Loco  Appendix J: Test_Loco_Location 
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Table 18: ActivateTag input variable name and description 
Input Tag Name/s  Description 
ActivateTag_Distance  The distance along a segment the particular tag device is located 
DeActivateTag_Distance  The distance along a segment the subsequent tag is located 
Tag_On_SegNo  Segment number the particular tag device is located on 
Loco1_Position  Current distance position of Loco#1 
Loco2_Position  Current distance position of Loco#2 
Loco1_CurrentSegment  Current segment position of Loco#1 
Loco2_CurrentSegment  Current segment position of Loco#2 
Loco1_NextSegment  Next expected segment of Loco#1 
Loco2_NextSegment  Next expected segment of Loco#2 
 
 
Figure 31: Code associated with the DFB; ActivateTag.       
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12.2.3. PLC Variable Addressing 
In order to make sure that data could accurately be transferred from the PLC simulator to the 
SCADA application and displayed correctly on the designed HMI windows, PLC code and 
variables were created in the UnityPro environment, and dummy data desired to be 
transferred between the two software environments. Based on the configured data types of 
the ArchestrA objects, only two memory addressing syntaxes were used during code 
generation, as shown in Table 19 below. 
  
Table 19: Memory addressing syntaxes associated with an M340 PLC 
#  Syntax  Description  Data Type 
1.    %M  Internal memory bit  Boolean 
2.    %MW  Internal memory word  Real 
Integer 
Floating-Point 
 
The two aforementioned syntaxes are shorthand addressing syntaxes which, behind the 
scenes of the UnityPro environment, actually point to memory registers corresponding too 
each syntax. For the M340, data associated with the %M data types is stored on the 0x and 1x 
registers [i.e. the data stored on the 0x register is identical to the 1x register]. This same 
principle can be applied to the %MW syntax and the memory registers 3x and 4x.  
 
12.2.4. Input Source Extension 
When creating a link between a variable in the PLC and an object attribute in the IDE, an input 
extension address must be configured (Invensys Systems, 2008c). This process of addressing 
must be completed for every attribute which is reading data from the PLC. During runtime, for 
each attribute with a configured input extension, the IDE sends the input address to the 
DINetwork object which, in this case, translates the current addressing language to a Modbus 
protocol data request. The addressing command used in the object attributes input extension 
is broken into three parts: 
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1.  DIObject Name [SimPLC] 
2.  Scan Group Name [MasterLoop] 
3.  Register Address [object attribute specific] 
 
For the example of the hydraulic pressure associated with Load Chute #1 (which in the IDE 
translates to Galaxy:Chute.HydraulicPack.HydraulicPressure.sts_Value), a variable 
corresponding to this attribute was created at %MW108. This memory syntax translates into 
the memory register location 300109. There is an offset of one integer because the %MW 
syntax allows the user to utilise the %MW0 address, which actually corresponds to the first 
address of the 3x register, 300001. Therefore, the input source address within the IDE for this 
attribute becomes SimPLC.MasterLoop.300109 F. The alphabetic character associated with the 
memory register address tells the DAServer what data type to expect, because as previously 
mentioned in Table  19, the memory addressing syntax %MW could refer to a number of 
different data types. The different alphabetic characters used during the development of the 
application are shown in Table 20. The range of the different data types are found in Table 21. 
 
Table 20: Description of alphabetic characters associated with the input extension addresses 
Item Name  Description 
300001 F  Register contents are treated as a floating point quantity. Floating 
point quantities take up two consecutive memory addresses 
300001 U  Register contents are treated as a 32-bit unsigned quantity 
300001 ‘no letter’  Register contents are treated as a 16-bit unsigned quantity 
(Invensys Systems, 2004a) 
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Table 21: PLC variable data types and range description 
Data Type  Range 
16-bit unsigned quantity  -32,768 to 32767 
32-bit unsigned quantity  0 to 4294967295 
Floating point  32-bit IEEE standard 
(Invensys Systems, 2004a) 
 
12.3.  Formal Testing 
Formal testing was carried out at the conclusion of the main design, construction and informal 
testing iterative phases were complete. In order to complete the formal testing, a number of 
test documents were required to be drafted. There were three documents in all, each of which 
served a separate purpose as described below: 
1.  Test Plan: Outlines the testing strategy and resources required to carry out the testing 
procedures.   
2.  Locomotive Test Pack: Outlines the exact method for testing all components within the 
locomotive section of the HMI. 
3.  Load Chute Test Pack: Outlines the exact method for testing all components within the 
load chute section of the HMI. 
 
12.4.  Locomotive Simulation 
12.4.1. Overview 
Code pertaining to the simulation of two locomotives in operation was developed, as shown in 
Appendix C: Locomotive Simulation. There were limitations to this code, including continuous 
running (i.e. the locomotives do not stop at the load chutes to simulate ore car loading, nor do 
they stop at the dumping stations to simulate ore car dumping). The schedule of the two 
locomotives was pre-defined within the PLC, as the scheduling application is external to the 
scope of this task.  
 
In order to facilitate dual locomotive simulation  (locomotive#1 and locomotive#2)  and 
incorporating the potential for more locomotives in the future, as well as variable simulation       
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routes, simulation code within a derived function block [DFB]. The functions involved with this 
DFB, called Sim1, are as follows: 
•  Initialise the locomotive position and segment on the track 
•  Increment the locomotive position every second 
•  ‘Shunt’ the locomotive onto the next segment once the limit of the current segment is 
reached 
•  Derive the locomotive speed in kilometres per hour 
•  Determine the locomotive over-travel value and set an over-travel alarm if justified 
•  Configure for all potential locomotive run paths [a maximum of 8 segments before 
returning to the initial segment].  
The generic inputs and outputs to this DFB are shown in Figure 32.  
 
 
Figure 32: Inputs and outputs of the DFB; Sim1 
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12.4.2. User Defined Data Type 
Before the input variable Seg_Order could be created, the intern created a user defined data 
type [DDT] called Seg_Info. This DDT was a custom data type which consisted of two elements, 
Seg_No [an integer] and Seg_Length [a Real]. These two elements were combined to form the 
custom structure Seg_Info.  
 
Another data type was created called Sim_Order; this data type is not an array of integers or 
Booleans, rather it is an array of the data type Seg_Info. The created array has the dimensions 
1x7, though each element of Sim_Order has two associated variables as specified by the data 
type Seg_Info. The layout of both DDTs is shown in Figure  34: Pre-populating DDT array 
elements.  
 
 
Figure 33: User defined data type within UnityPro 
 
In order to pre-define the schedule of the individual locomotives, the data associated with the 
Sim_Order array [Seg_No and Seg_Length] had to be pre-populated. The pre-population of 
data was executed when a single instance of the simulation was created for each locomotive. 
The pre-population data was entered for Locomotive #1 as shown in Figure 34.   
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Figure 34: Pre-populating DDT array elements 
 
This simulation of locomotive operation carried out by the respective instances of the DFB 
Sim1, operates in conjunction with the DFB, and its associated instances, ActivateTag. The 
interaction of both these DFBs allows  the user to achieve a full understanding of the 
locomotive positions and speed from the Overview page.  
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13.  Evaluation 
13.1.  Tools 
As already mentioned in this report, there are two main development tools used to identify 
the source of errors or problems within this application. These two tools are: 
1.  Log Viewer 
2.  Object Viewer 
By using the object viewer to force values and hence force animations, and using the log 
viewer to identify the source of the error when the animation does not occur, the intern was 
able to solve most problems encountered. Other problems and solutions are shown in 
Problems and Solutions below. 
 
13.2.  Problems and Solutions 
13.2.1. Equipment Setup 
A laptop was presented to the intern with Wonderware products installed on it, and it was 
falsely assumed that the previous user encountered no problems when running applications. 
Due to this false assumption, a great deal of time was spent trying to work out why the 
Historian would not activate. A number of hours were spent navigating through the IDE and 
the attributes of the platform objects and engine objects, to no avail. It was eventually found 
that the Historian would never work, nor could it ever work based on the fact that it was 
installed on an operating system with which it was not compatible.  
 
The work around for this was to acquire the VM, which contained the correct pre-requisite 
software. This process of equipment setup is shown in Software Setup.   
 
13.2.2. Licensing 
An ongoing issue was the acquisition of the license files for the Wonderware Development 
Studio, because although the license had been purchased there was a delay in processing the 
order within the Wonderware organisation.        
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To cover for this delay, a 30-day developmental trial license was issued to Wellard 
Technologies, though because the delay was so significant, two of these licenses were required 
to cover the delay. Towards the expiry of the first trial license, the intern directly contacted the 
Wonderware business development representative for WA to enquire about the purchased 
license. While he was looking into the delay on behalf of Wellard Technologies, he issued the 
second trial license.  
 
13.2.3. PLC IP Addressing 
Re-Addressing the IP configured within the PLC object in ArchestrA IDE was a daily occurrence. 
This was because the PLC communicated data across the Wellard Technologies network, and 
as such, every time the PLC simulator activated, it acquired a different IP address across which 
data is communicated. 
 
There was no solution for this. Rather, it was a nuisance to become aware of in order to avoid 
communication errors, and to avoid looking for more complicated solutions to a simple error.  
 
13.2.4. IOSetRemoteReferences function with embedded objects 
When trying to configure the large load chute diagram on the load chute page to accept the 
IOSetRemoteReferences function, it appeared as though this function did not work. It was 
assumed  that the IOSetRemoteReferences  function did not and could not work for those 
object graphics with object graphics embedded within them. That is,  the 
IOSetRemoteReferences  function could not penetrate more than one level of graphical 
objects.  
 
In order to confirm this, the intern created two test objects and embedded one graphic within 
the other. An IOSetRemoteReferences function was then tried, without success. It was at this 
point the intern contacted the Wonderware Technical Support, having already researched the 
Technical Support website for further TechTips. The technical support engineer confirmed that       
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it was not possible to use the IOSetRemoteReferences with graphics contained embedded 
graphics.  
 
To work around this, the intern decided to overlay the 6 objects, one on top of the other, 
configuring each graphic to a particular object [load chute #1, load chute #2, etc.] The 
animation associated with each object included visibility, so that the graphic associated with 
the called page would be displayed and all others hidden.  
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14.  Conclusion 
14.1.  Review of Internship Objectives 
14.1.1. General Internship Objectives 
1.  Gain an appreciation of work practices, techniques and culture relevant to a specific 
discipline. 
2.  Develop enhanced ability to think clearly,  critically  and creatively when solving 
problems by fusing experience, reason and training into considered judgment through 
job specific problem solving. 
3.  Develop enhanced ability to communicate outcomes and deliver presentations in the 
workplace context. 
 
14.1.2. General Project Task Objectives 
1.  Develop a software application, specifically an HMI application, which has the capacity 
to display information relating to the general components of an underground rail 
haulage system. 
2.  The information displayed on the HMI may be communicated to the SCADA 
application via an external logic device such as a PLC; therefore the HMI application 
must be able to communicate and accurately translate the received data packets into 
the correct display format. 
3.  Generate PLC test code so that the communication of data between the PLC simulator 
and the SCADA applications is occurring; and is accurate.  
4.  Create test documents which outline the process of testing the different components 
within the HMI application. 
 
14.2.  Meeting Objectives: Contributions of the Internship 
Objective #1: Demonstrated 
The method in which the intern designed and constructed the ArchestrA objects shows that 
good work practices and techniques specific to software development were learnt, and 
followed, during the development of the underground rail haulage system HMI application.        
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Objective #2: Demonstrated 
The techniques involved with the development of this HMI application were based on the 
simple process of trial and error. However a reference point was normally gathered by using 
the Log Viewer application to find the source of the error, and through a process of 
elimination, the error was found and rectified.  
 
Another technique used to solve problems was to explain the desired outcome,  and the 
method for achieving the outcome, to another person. This process of explaining the problem 
normally resulted in the intern reaching the solution to  the problem before even fully 
explaining the problem. This process of explanation allowed the intern to take a step back and 
think of the problem in more simple terms by removing the complex detail.   
 
Objective #3: Demonstrated 
This outcome was demonstrated by the presentation of the project to one of the industry 
supervisors on his last day as a Wellard Technology  employee. This objective was also 
demonstrated by the final presentation given by the intern at Murdoch University to all final 
year engineering students and the academics and associated industry supervisors present. 
  
This outcome is demonstrated by the detailed outlined within Section 
Objective #4: Demonstrated 
11.7 of this report. 
 
This outcome is demonstrated by the detailed outlined within Section 
Objective #5: Demonstrated 
11.7 of this report. 
 
Objective #6: Demonstrated       
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Objective #6 is completed as demonstrated by the sections of code shown in Appendix C to 
Appendix I. The intern actually went beyond the scope of this task and created code to 
demonstrate, in the most basic manner, what a fully simulated application shall look like from 
the overview page. The code associated with this dual locomotive operation simulation is 
shown in Appendix C.  
 
The completion of this objective is outlined in Section 
Objective #7: Demonstrated 
12 of this report. The documents which 
specifically demonstrate the completion of this objective is found in Appendix K: HMI/SCADA 
Test Plan, Appendix L: Load Chute Test Pack, and Appendix M: Locomotive Test Pack. 
 
14.3.  Future Work 
The task completed by the intern represents only the first of many phases of this project. As 
such there is much more functionality and capability to be added to make this application fully 
simulated.  
 
14.3.1. Further Applications 
One such addition is the generation and inclusion of the scheduling, switching and signaling 
and safety zoning applications. Things which need be considered for each application shall 
include: 
 
Scheduling:
•  The current statuses of each ore pass 
       
•  The current position of each locomotive 
•  The current segment of each locomotive 
•  The speed limits associated with each segment 
Switching and Signalling:
•  Current position of each locomotive 
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•  The current segment of each locomotive 
•  The expected segment of each locomotive 
Safety Zoning: 
•  The current speed of each locomotive 
   
•  The current position of each locomotive 
•  The speed limit of the particular segment of track 
 
14.3.2. Alarms 
Other additions or modifications to the created HMI that should be considered are the setup 
of alarm priority values. The user can configure, within the ArchestrA IDE, the importance or 
priority level associated with each attribute that has an alarm extension associated with it. 
Alarms are typically broken into three different levels: 
1.  Critical 
2.  High Priority 
3.  Low Priority 
To determine the appropriate level a particular alarm, an analysis of the following factors 
should be carried out: 
•  Risk to employees 
•  Risk to plant, property or equipment 
•  Risk to environment or external community 
•  Overall business impact 
•  Required operator response time 
A best practice technique to ensure that the operator does not become overburdened by 
unimportant alarms is  to ensure that of the total alarms,  5% [or less than a total of 20; 
whichever is less] should be members of the Critical level. 15% of alarms should be classified as 
High Priority. The remaining 80% should be classified as Low Priority alarms.  
 
Another addition related to the alarm extensions is the configuration of an alarm specific 
message which is shown when the alarm is active. Within the alarm extension menu for each       
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instance, an individual message can be configured which is displayed on the alarm display 
window when the alarm activates.  
 
14.3.3. Overall Equipment Effectiveness 
Another potential addition to the HMI application is the simulation of information pertaining 
to the overall equipment effectiveness [OEE]. An OEE rating is based on 3 factors: 
1.  Availability [operating time / planned production time] 
2.  Performance [(total pieces /operating time) / idea run rate] 
3.  Quality [good pieces / total pieces] 
 
The final OEE rating is based on the calculation of Availability x Performance x Quality. This 
calculation could be simulated for the hydraulic and circulation pumps, hydraulic pressure 
gauge etc.  
 
14.3.4. PLC Code 
Finally, a recommended exercise to be included within a future phase of this project is the 
cleanup of the test code. Some of the code is unnecessarily lengthy as it was the first to be 
developed, before DFBs were used. This is notably true for the Test_Pumps section of code 
where the same code is replicated 12 times, once for each instance of the hydraulic and 
circulation pumps.  
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Appendix A: Functional Specification Document 
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Appendix B: Summary of Object Attributes  
 
Object Specific UDA 
$Base 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  Nil 
 
Object Specific UDA 
$Device 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  Nil 
 
Object Specific UDA 
$OrePass 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  Nil 
 
Object Specific UDA 
$Digital Switch 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
alm_Active  Boolean  Nil 
cfg_OffFault  String   
cfg_OffState  String   
cfg_OnFault  String   
cfg_OnState  String   
cfg_State  String   
sts_Fault  String   
sts_State  String   
sts_Value  Boolean   
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Object Specific UDA 
$CirculationFlow 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  See $DigitalSwitch 
 
Object Specific UDA 
$HydraulicFlow 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  See $DigitalSwitch 
 
Object Specific UDA 
$OilLevelHighHigh 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  See $DigitalSwitch 
 
Object Specific UDA 
$OilLevelHigh 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  See $DigitalSwitch 
 
Object Specific UDA 
$OilLevelLow 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  See $DigitalSwitch 
 
Object Specific UDA 
$OilLevelLowLow 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  See $DigitalSwitch 
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Object Specific UDA 
$OrePassLevelHigh 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  See $DigitalSwitch 
 
Object Specific UDA 
$OrePassLevelLow 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  See $DigitalSwitch 
 
Object Specific UDA 
$AnalogInstrument 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
alm_HH  Boolean  Nil 
alm_H  Boolean   
alm_L  Boolean   
alm_LL  Boolean   
cfg_HHState  String   
cfg_HState  String   
cfg_LState  String   
cfg_LLState  string   
cfg_MaxEU  Float   
cfg_MinEU  Float   
cfg_Unit  String   
sts_HH  Boolean   
sts_H  Boolean   
sts_L  Boolean   
sts_LL  Boolean   
sts_State  String   
sts_Value  Float   
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Object Specific UDA 
$HydraulicPressure 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
cfg_Norm  String  See $HydraulicPressure 
cfg_OP  String   
cfg_UP  String   
 
Object Specific UDA 
$OilLevel 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
cfg_HH  String  See $AnalogInstrument 
cfg_H  String   
cfg_L  String   
cfg_LL  String   
Sts_Normal  Boolean   
 
Object Specific UDA 
$GearboxTemp 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  See $AnalogInstrument 
 
Object Specific UDA 
$MotorTemp 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  See $AnalogInstrument 
 
Object Specific UDA 
$MultiTurnEncoder 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
cfg_UnitDistance  String  Nil 
sts_Counts  Float         
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Object Specific UDA 
$Encoder 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  See $MultiTurnEncoder 
 
Object Specific UDA 
$SingleTurnEncoder 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
cfg_MaxEU  Float  Nil 
cfg_MinEU  Float   
cfg_Unit  String   
sts_Angle  Float   
 
Object Specific UDA 
$Angle 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  See $SingleTurnEncoder 
 
Object Specific UDA 
$Tag 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
alm_Active  Boolean  Nil 
alm_Fault  Boolean   
sts_Active  Boolean   
 
Object Specific UDA 
$TagReader 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  See $Tag 
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Object Specific UDA 
$TagDevice 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  See $Tag 
Object Specific UDA 
$Equipment 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
Nil  N/A  Nil 
 
Object Specific UDA 
$HydraulicPack 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
cfg_PumpOffState  String  Nil 
cfg_PumpOnState  String   
cmd_RunCircPump  Boolean   
cmd_RunHydrPump  Boolean   
sts_CircPumpState  String   
sts_HydrPumpState  String   
 
Object Specific UDA 
$DumpStation 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
cfg_OFFState  String  Nil 
cfg_ONState  String   
sts_State  String   
sts_Value  Boolean   
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Object Specific UDA 
$Chute 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
cfg_Name  String  Nil 
LA  Double   
LB  Double   
LC  Double   
LD  Double   
LE  Double   
RA  Double   
RB  Double   
RC  Double   
RD  Double   
RE  Double   
RF  Double   
RG  Double   
RH  Double   
RI  Double   
RJ  Double   
RK  Double   
RL  Double   
RM  Double   
RN  Double   
RO  Double   
RP  Double   
sts_Value  Boolean   
tst_Length  Integer   
tst_Rotation  Integer   
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Object Specific UDA 
$Segment 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
cfg_EndTagID  String  Nil 
cfg_MaxDist  Integer   
cfg_MinDist  Integer   
cfg_Number  Integer   
cfg_StartTagID  String   
sts_Loco1Pos  Float   
sts_Loco1Seg  Integer   
sts_ Loco2Pos  Float   
sts_ Loco2Seg  Integer   
 
Object Specific UDA 
$Loco 
UDA data type  Inherited UDA 
alm_OverTravel  Boolean  Nil 
cfg_Desc  String   
cfg_Empty  String   
cfg_Full  String   
cfg_Loading  String   
cfg_UnitDistance  String   
cfg_UnitSpeed  String   
sts_CarNum  Integer   
sts_CurrentSeg  Integer   
sts_LocoLength  Float   
sts_LocoSpeed  Float   
sts_NextSeg  Integer   
sts_OreCarInteger  Integer   
sts_OreCarString  String   
sts_OverTravelDist  Float   
sts_SegPos  Float   
sts_SegPosInt  Integer         
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Appendix C: Locomotive Simulation 
Appendix C (i): DFB, SIM1 
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Appendix C (ii): SIMULATION  
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Appendix D: RF Tag Configuration 
Appendix D(i): DFB; ActivateTag_Code 
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Appendix D(ii): Setup_TagActivation 
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Appendix E: Analog Instrument  
Appendix E(i): DFB; AnalogSetup 
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Appendix E(ii): Test_LocoTemps 
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Appendix E(iii): Test_HydrPress       
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Appendix F: Test_Angle 
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Appendix G: Test_Pumps       
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Appendix H: Test_Oil_Level_Switches 
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Appendix J: Test_Loco_Location  
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Appendix L: Load Chute Test Pack       
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Appendix M: Locomotive Test Pack 